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We show various spectral mean values of the Maass waveform L-functions, which 
are used to prove several new facts on the error-term in the asymptotic formula for 
the fourth power mean of the Riemann zeta-function. The proof uses Kuznetsov’s 
trace formula. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In our recent paper [8] (see also [7]) we have shown that the fourth 
power mean of the Riemann zeta-function c(s) is intrinsically related with 
Maass waveform L-functions. In fact, we have proved, among other things, 
that if T”* <A < T(log T)-’ then 
(A,,,‘&-’ j:, l~(~+i(r+f))~4el”“1z~~ 
sin(Jcjlog&)exp(-($)2) 
+ O(logB T), 
where B > 0 is an explicitly computable constant. Here {ij = 1~; + l/4; 
rcj > 0, j> 1 } is the non-trivial part of the discrete spectrum of the 
non-Euclidean Laplacian over SL(2, Z); Hj(s) is the automorphic 
L-function attached to the Maass waveform qj corresponding to Aj, and 
aj= Ip,(l)~‘(cosh(nlc,))-’ with the first Fourier coellicient p,(l) of qj. 
Thus, in order to extract any implications on l(s) itself from our results in 
[8], we need to investigate the value distribution of Hi(i)%. In view of the 
possibility of such applications we shall develop here a study on various 
mean values of Hj(t)‘s over the set { rci}. Our results will be used in the 
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forthcoming paper [3] to establish several new facts about the error term 
E,(T) in the asymptotic formula for the unweighted fourth power mean of 
C(s): 
E,(T)=~~~lr(f+ir)jlm-TP,(log7), (1.1) 
where P, is a polynomial of 4th degree with constant coefficients. 
Remark on Notation. We stress that notations and conventions will be 
introduced at the stages where we need them the first time, and will be 
effective thereafter. The dependency of the constants implied by 0 and 4 
symbols on other parameters will easily be inferred from the context, 
though occasionally we shall make them explicit. 
2. A FORMULA OF KUZNETSOV 
The L-function Hj(s) has the representation 
where the tj(n)‘s. are eigenvalues of Hecke operators 7’(n), i.e., for Im{z) > 0 
Since Itj(n)l <a,(n), where o&n) is the sum of the <th powers of divisors 
of n, the above Dirichlet series converges absolutely for Re(s) >2. And 
Hi(s) can be continued analytically to an entire function, which satisfies the 
functional equation 
Hi(S) = 2 2”-‘7c2+1)~(l-s+iicj)~(l-~-i~j) 
x (cj cosh(nrcj) - cos(ns)) Hj(l -s), (2.1) 
where sj is the parity sign of the form ‘pi* This implies that Nj(s) is of 
polynomial order with respect to both variables ~~ and s as far as Re(s) is 
bounded. We shall use this fact constantly in the sequel. 
Now, let h(r) be an even entire function such that 
h( *i/2)=0 (2.2) 
641/42/3-2 
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and 
h(r)= Wexp(-c Irl*)), c > 0, 
in any fixed horizontal strip. We then consider the expression 
z(“, u; f; h) = f Ejajtj(f) Hj(") Hj(u) h(lc,), 
j=l 
(2.3) 
where f is an integer > 1. This is an entire function of u and v, for Hi(s) 
is entire, and we have 
.T, ai + K2 (2.4) 
I’ 
(see [S]). In [6] Kuznetsov stated a formula which transforms Z(u, v; f; h) 
to sums of the type of additive divisor problems, and our investigation 
below depends largely on his formula. However, his argument is sketchy 
and seems to need some revision; thus we shall develop in this section a 
rigourous treatment. 
In doing this the main tool will be the following version of Kuznetsov’s 
trace formula [6, Theorem 2.61, a brief proof of which may be found in 
[S]: Let h(r) be as above, though the condition can actually be relaxed 
considerably. We have, for any integers m, n 2 1, 
5 Ejajfj(m) tj(n) h(tcj) 
j=l 
1 O” = -- 
s azi,(m) a,,(n)(mn)-” lc( 1 + 2ir)l -* h(r) dr 71 -cc 
4?l Jmn 
+ f I-‘S(m,--n; 1) * 1 , 
/=l ( > 
Here S(m, n; I) is the Kloosterman sum 
c e( (ma + na)/l) 
a=1 
(a, I) = 1, aa = 1 (mod I) 
with the usual convention e(x) = exp(2rtix), and 
$(x) = 4~ jrn K,,(x) h(r) sinh(nr)r dr, 
-02 
(2.5) 
where K,,(x) is the K-Bessel function. 
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Using the well-known relation 
lj(rn) tj(n) = c tj(mn/d2), 
dl (m.n) 
we have, for Re(u), Re(v) > 2, 
I(& u;f; A) = i(u + u) I,(4 u;f; A), 
where 
I1(u,u;f;h)= f m-“o,-“(m) f EjOLjtj(f) tj(W2) h(Kj). 
m=l j=l 
Then (2.5) gives 
I,(% u; f; h) = I,(% u; f; h) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
1 
s 
O” i(u+ir)c(u-ir)[(u+ir)[(u-ir) 
-7T&+u) -cc 
x azi,(f) f-” I[( 1 + 2ir)( -’ h(r) dr, (2.8) 
where 
Z2(% GA h) = f . (2.9) 
m=l 
The above integral is regular for Re(u), Re(u) > 1, while the analytical 
property of I2 as a function of u and v is to be studied below. For this sake 
we shall consider t&x) first. We have, for x > 0, 
KdX) = & S, 
-2s 
a 
) f(s + ir) f(s - ir) (i) 
where the contour is the straight line Re(s) =a. 
identity 
4 ci > 0, 
We note the elementary 
f(s + ir) f(s - ir) = 
ni 
2 sinh( nr) cos( ns) 
., ( 0 + ir) f(s - ir) 
Since h(r) is even, we have, from these, 
I)(X) = .-’ s,., 5 h*(s) ds, o<a<;, (2.11) 
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(2.12) 
We move the contour in the last integral to Im(r) = -C with an arbitrary 
C > 0, and get the analytic continuation 
h*(s)= j rh(r) 
f(s+ir) dr 
r(1 -s+ir) ’ 
Re(s)> -C. (2.13) 
Im(r) = -C 
Thus h*(s) is an entire function. We then make the following observation, 
which will play an important role in our later discussion: we have 
In fact, the case s = l/2 is an easy consequence of (2.12), and (2.13) implies 
that 
rhfr) 
r(-lp+ir) dr 
r( 3/2 + ir) 
=- 
s 
r 
~ h(r) dr 
Im(r)= -1 r2 + l/4 
s 
00 r 
=- ~ h(r) dr=O, 
-02 r2 + l/4 
where the last line depends on (2.2) and the evenness of h. Also we note 
that (2.13) implies that h*(s) is of polynomial order if Re(s) is bounded. 
This fact will be used in the sequel without mentioning explicitly. 
Now, by (2.14) we have, instead of (2.1 l), 
$(x)=r2 jcni 5 h*(s)ds, - ;a<;. 
This implies that we have, in (2.9), 
f I-‘S(m, -f I)+ (+) 
I=1 
=7t p2 f I-‘S(m, -f; I) j(., -ff$$ (v)p2sds, (2.15) 
I= 1 
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where 
-$<a< -$: (2.16) 
The right side of (2.15) converges absolutely; here we have to appeal to 
Weil’s estimate for Kloosterman sums. It seems, however, worth remarking 
that actually the bound S(m, -f; I) G 1’ -’ with some 6 > 0 (except for some 
special combinations of m, f, I) works well in our argument; that is, Weil’s 
estimate can be avoided. Then, let us assume that besides (2.16) 
Re(u), Re(u) > 1 - a. 
On this condition we have, inserting (2.15) into (2.9), 
(2.17) 
I*(& u;f;h)=n-* ij I-‘P(u, u;f;Z), (2.18) 
/= 1 
where 
P(u, u;f; Z)=jca, (q)-” -$& Q(s; u, u;f, Z) ds (2.19) 
with 
Q(s; u, u;f, I)= f m-U-SS(m, -f; I) rr,_.(m). 
m=l 
The expression (2.18) holds in the region (2.17) with (2.16) because of the 
absolute convergence throughout. But we have also 
Qk u, u; L 0 = j, e(-~+o+s,u-u;e(~)). (2.20) 
(a, I)= 1, ad= l(mod I) 
Here D(s, 5; e(b/l)), (b, I) = 1, is the analytic continuation to all complex s 
and 5 of the function which is originally defined, in the region of absolute 
convergence, by the Dirichlet series 
m  
??I=1 
the analytic continuation can be obtained by expressing this series in terms 
of Hurwitz zeta-functions. Hence Q(s; U, u;f, ,) exists as a meromorphic 
function of all complex S, u, and u. We may next shift the line of integration 
in (2.19). But, before doing this, we quote some facts about D(s, <; e(b/l)), 
(b, I) = 1: If 5 # 0 then this function of s has simple poles at s = 1 and 1 + < 
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with residues [(l - 0 irP1 and [( 1 + 0 ZP5- ‘, respectively; there is no 
other singularity. We have also the functional equation 
D(s,r;e(b/l))=2(271)2”~2~51r-2s+1r(l-~)r(l+~-~) 
.{-cos(+-f))D(1-&?(-6/1)) 
+ cos ? D( 1 -3, -5; e(@Z)) , 
( > I 
(2.21) 
where b6 z 1 (mod I). These can be deduced from the afore-mentioned 
expression in terms of Hurwitz zeta-functions. We then introduce the 
following sub-region of (2.17): 
--/I > Re(u), Re(u) > 1 - 01, (2.22) 
where tl, /3 are such that 
-:</?<a-1, -;<a< -a. (2.23) 
And we move the line of integration in (2.19) to Re(s) = /I. According to 
the above facts on D(s, 5; e(b/l)) we see that, if u # u, Q(s; U, u; J; 1) has 
simple poles at s = 1 - u and 1 -u with residues c,(f) c( 1 -U + V) lU-“-’ 
and c/(f) c(l - v + U) l”-“-I, respectively, where c,(f) = S(J 0; I) is the 
Ramanujan sum. Hence we have, on u # u, 
P(u, v;J; I)= -2nic,(f)I’p”p” 
x { (271 fi)Z(u- l) h*( 1 - u) l(l - u + u)/cos(7cu) 
+ (271 Jf) *(u-l) h*(l -u) 
x r( 1 - v + u)/cos(~v)} + P,(u, 0; f; f), (2.24) 
where 
It should be noted that (2.14) has been used implicitly. Since we now have 
Re(u) + B-C 0, Re(v) + /I c 0 by (2.22), we may replace Q in (2.25) by the 
absolutely convergent Dirichlet series obtainable from (2.20) and (2.21). 
Hence we have, after a rearrangement, 
P,(u, o;f, z)=2(2?T)“+“~21-“~“+1 
Uplo,+.(m) cl(m+f) @(u, u; m/f) 
+ f mu-la,-.(m) ch -f) Yu, 0; m/f) (2.26) 
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where 
cqu, u; x) = J x”f(1-U-S)~(1-o-s)cos 
(B) 
h*(s) & 
X- 
cos(ns) 
(2.27) 
and 
yl(u,u;x)=cos(~(u-v))I,,,x~~(l-us) 
h*(s) & xT(l-o-s) - 
cos(7cs) . 
(2.28) 
While retaining the condition (2.22) with (2.23), we insert (2.26) and (2.24) 
into (2.18), and observe that because of the absolute convergence we may 
exchange the order of sums over I and m. We then recall Ramanujan’s 
identity, 
,$, c,(n) I-“= Us)-’ ~,-An), 
with the convention 
Re(s) > 2, 
(rl -,(O) = ((3 - 1). 
In this way we obtain, from (2.7) and (2.8), 
-8(2w)u+u-4 5 m-l o,-.(m) 01-v-& +f) @(u, 5 m/f) 
m=l 
+8(2r~)“+“-~ f mu-’ a,-.(m) o,-.-Am-f) Ww cm/f) 
m=l 
m+f 
+ 8(2~)“+“-~ f”-‘a,-,(f) 5(u+u- 1) !P(u, u; 1). (2.29) 
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We have proved this on the conditions U#U and (2.22) with (2.23). 
However, the first condition can be dropped by an obvious convention, 
and the second can be relaxed to 1 + B < Re(u), Re(u) < -b with - 3/2 < 
/I < -l/2, where fi is involved in the definition of @ and Y, providing that 
the integrated term is replaced by an appropriate analytic continuation. In 
fact the sums over m in (2.29) converge absolutely and uniformly in this 
new domain of u and u; in particular we may set (u, V) = (f, $) in those 
sums without any modification. Further the integrated term has the 
following continuation to the domain Re(u) -C 1, Re(v) -C 1, 
1 m -- 
s 7-c -00 
i(u+ir)[(u-ir)[(o+ir)[(u-ir) 
x ~~~,(f)f~“’ li( 1 + 2ir)( -* h(r) dr 
-4~(u+u-1)~(1+v-u)a2(,~,,(f)f’~“h(i(u-1))/~(3-2u) 
(2.30) 
which is simply a result of suitable shifts of the integration contour. Then 
we observe that (2.2) and (2.14) imply 
lim 
cu. 0) -(l/Z l/2) 
(2n~)*‘““hcb(sl(~~~)o,,,(f)r(l-u+u) 
+ (271 Jy)*+l) “,*d~(;-;~ fJ-.-,(f)1(1-v+U) 
I 
=7C (Y-log(2nfi))(h*)‘(;)+~(h*)“(;)}d(f)f-”’ (2.31) 
and 
u (u “)p* 1,2) M~+~-Ml+v- 1 c2+ df) f’ -“h(i(u - 1 ))K(3 - 2u) 
+5(u+u-1)~(l+u-v)~2~v~~~(f)f1-“h(i(v-1))/~(3-2v)} 
= -3in-20-,(f)f1’2h’(-i/2), (2.32) 
where d(f) is the number of divisors off, and y is the Euler constant. 
Now, collecting (2.29)-(2.32) and noting that Hi($) = 0 if sj = -1, which 
follows from (2.1), we end our proof of the following identity of Kuznetsov: 
LEMMA. Let h(r) be an even entire function satisfying (2.2) and (2.3), and 
Put 
Z(f; A)= 2 UjHj(f)’ tj(f) h(Kj), f  2 l* (2.33) 
j=l 
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Then we have 
I(f;h)=-$ (Y-log(2rrfi))(h*)’ 1 +l(h*)” (2) 4 (;)id(f)f-‘” (2.34), 
+ -$ 2 m-‘/‘d(m) d(m + f) @(m/f 1 
m=l 
+-$ f (m+f)-"2d(m)d(m+f)Y(1+m/f) 
??I=1 
1 f-1 
+z c m- 'I2 d(m)d(f-m) Vmlf) 
t?Z=l 
(2.34)~ 
W4L 
(2.34)~ 
-&f-1'24f) y(l) 
+$ cl(f) f”2h’(-i/2) 
1 O” 
I 
u1/2 + idI4 -- 
n --4) )5(1+2ir)j2 
~2Af)f-irh(r) dr, 
where h*(s) is defined by (2.12), and 
W4h 
(2.34), 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
with - 312 < b < l/2. 
In fact, this is a special case of [6, Theorem 3.31 with different notation. 
We stress that the decay condition (2.3) can be relaxed considerably, 
though (2.3) is enough for the purpose of the present paper. 
In the subsequent sections we shall show various applications of the 
above lemma, and for this we have to know a little more about (h*)’ ($), 
(h*)” (i), G(x), and Y(x): By (2.12) we have, for Re(s)>O, 
(h*)‘(s)=Jym r/z(r) $:3,“1, {$ (s+ir)+F (I--s+ir)}dr (2.37) 
with an obvious abuse of notation. Thus we have 
(h*)’ (i) = 2 ly;rh(r) $ (k + ir) dr, (2.38) 
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and differentiating (2.37) we have also 
rh(r) {$ (i+ir)rdr. (2.39) 
We consider next Q(x). In (2.35) we shift the contour to Re(s)= a, and 
insert (2.12) into the result. Exchanging the order of integrals, we get, on 
noting (2.10), 
rh(r) sinh(nr) 
x f ( , , 4 ,  x+s)i 
T(s + ir) T(s - ir) sin(rrs) & dr. 
TO transform the inner-integral we first assume x > 1. Shifting the contour 
to Re(s)= -co we see that it is equal to 
rc2i 
cosh(rcr) i 
x-ir f (-x)-j W+ 1/2+irJ2 
j=O r(j+ l)r(j+ 1+2ir) 
+xir f (-x)-j f(j + l/2 - ir)’ 
j=O r(j+l)ZQ+l-2ir) 1 
7c*i 
=- x-lr 
cosh(nr) i ‘1 
: cy(l - y))-U*+ir 
( ) 
1,; 
- 112 - ir 
4 
+xir j-i (y(l-~))-“~-“(l+;) 
-l/2 f ir 
dyj. 
We observe that the original integral is regular for Re(x)>O, and the last 
two integrals are also regular for Re(x) > 0, providing r is real. Hence, by 
analytic continuation, we may conclude that for all x > 0 
@(x)=2n( {Y(l-y)(l+;)i”’ 
s 
cc ir 
X dr dy, (2.40) 
--m 
where we have used the assumption that h(r) is even. As for Y(x) we have, 
from (2.36), 
Y(x) =$. jx rh(r) sinh(rcr) f x’r(s + ir) 
cc (l/4) 
(2.41) 
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We consider three cases separately: 
Case 1. x > 1. In just the same way as above we have 
Y(r)=Znij: {y(l-y)(l-f)jM1’* 
Case 2. x = 1. Barnes’ formula [ 11, p. 2891 gives 
Y( 1) = 27c* [a 
--co 
rh(r) (;;;;;;;)2 dr, 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
Case 3. 0 <xc 1. Here we do not use (2.41), but start with the original 
expression (2.36). By (2.13) we have, for - 312 < b < l/2, 
Y(x) = 1 
(8) rh(r) 
f(s + iv) dr ds 
r(l -s+ir) 
= I X3 r(1/2-# cos( m) s rh(r) 
1 
(8) h(r)= -2 f( 1 - 2s) 
I 
co Y 
s+ir-1 
’ o (l+y)l-s+ir 
dy dr ds. 
This triple integral converges absolutely, providing - 3/2 < p < l/2, fi # 
-l/2. Hence we have 
(2.44) 
where - 312 < /I < l/2, p # -l/2. 
3. THE MEAN SQUARE 
As the first application of (2.34) we consider the estimation of the expres- 
sion 
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Here {ur} is an arbitrary complex vector, and we assume that 
B(log K)“2 < A < K(log K))‘, 
O<T<t,<t2< ... <tF<2T, log TX log K, 
where K is large, and B is a large constant. We put 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
h,(r)=(r2+~){exp(-(~2)+exp(-(~2)}. (3.3) 
Then we have 
where 
A(K, A) + K-‘AAK, A), (3.4) 
Expanding out the squares we have 
A,(K, A)=2 i q,41; hot*, t,-/tg)), 
/,g=l 
where I is defined by (2.33) with the specialization 
h(r) = ho(r, 5) = ho(r) cW log 0, t = tJ”ltg . (3.5) 
Obviously this h satisfies the conditions (2.2) and (2.3). Thus we may 
appeal to (2.34), f = 1. We then proceed to the estimation of Q(m) and 
!P(v(m) on the condition (3.1). We have, by (2.40), 
where 
ww3=2nJ~ (y(l-y~(l+~))~“2 
s 
m 
X 
--m 
rho(r) tanh(ar) { ‘t[;))i’ dr dy. 
In the inner integral we shift the contour to Im(r)= -1. The pole at 
r = -i/2 of tanh(rrr) is cancelled by the zero of h,(r), so it is equal to 
s r_ (r- i) ho(r - i) tanh(kr) { “fiYY)} i(r - i) dr. 
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We divide this into two parts according to IK:f rl B (4/2) log K and 
IK& rl < (d/2) log K. The first part is obviously Q&n-’ exp( - f(log K)*). 
In the second part we have tanh(rrr) =sgn(r)+ O(ePK) by (3.1). This 
O-term contributes negligibly. Thus the last integral is equal to 
2 Re 
We note here that 
sup <YY(l -Y) 5 1 
Od.V<l m+y 
<4mGj--& 
for 5 = tf/tg< 2 by (3.2). Gathering these we find that @P(m) $m-‘K-B 
uniformly for all m > 1 where B is as in (3.1). As for Y(m) we use (2.42) 
when m > 1. Shifting the line of the r-integral to Im(r) = -1 we get 
immediately Y(m) <m-l exp( - (log K)2); the same holds for m = 1, too, 
because of (2.43). Hence (2.34),(2.34), contribute 0( ]laJ 2 KPB) to 
A,(K, A), where llarll is the Euclid norm of the vector {a,.}. On the other 
hand the contribution of (2.34)6 is obviously negligible. Also the contribu- 
tion of the continuous spectrum, i.e., (2.34), is non-positive, so it can be 
neglected. Finally, invoking (2.38) and (2.39) we see that (2.34), 
contributes to A,(K, A) 
<K’logKjm G(r; K, A) i a& * dr, 
-cc I 1 f=l 
where 
G(r:kA)=exp(-~(~z)+exp(-~(~2). (3.6) 
Collecting these considerations we obtain, via (3.4), 
THEOREM 1. Let {u,-> be an arbitrary complex vector, and assume (3.1) 
and (3.2). Then we have 
4KlogK m 
s G(r;K,A) 5 I I qt; ’ dr + lluf/* KWB, (3.7) -02 f=l 
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where G is defined by (3.6), and /laJ is the Euclid norm of {af }; the implied 
constant depen& only on B. 
COROLLARY 1. In addition to (3.1) and (3.2) we assume Jtr-- t,l >6>0 
for f # g. Then we have 
4 (A + TF’) Ilarl12 Klog K. (3.8) 
In particular we have 
if S > TAP’, and also 
c 
K<acj<K+A 
ajHj i 
0 
’ 4 AKlog K. (3.10) 
In fact, (3.8) can be proved easily by computing explicitly the integral on 
the right side of (3.7). Inequality (3.9) should be compared with Iwaniec’s 
large sieve inequality [4, Theorem 21. We remark also that in an 
unpublished manuscript Ivic has conjectured an inequality which follows 
from (3.9). 
Next we shall prove an asymptotic formula for 
Z(G)= C ajHj 
K, Q G 
For this sake let B(log G)“’ <A < G(log G)-’ with a large B > 0, and put 
.I(&,A)= f .H. 1 ‘exp j=l a, ,(2) (-(y)) !jGcK<jG. 
Then (3.10) implies 
J(K, A)=K-2Z(f;ho)+O((AlogG)2), 
where Z is defined by (2.33), and ho is as above. On the other hand we 
have, again by (3. lo), 
fz2 J(K, A) dK= J;t A(Z(G) - Z(G/2)) + O(GA’(log G)3’2). 
Thus we have 
Z(G)--I(G/2)= (,,‘%A)-’ j” K-‘Z(1; h,) dK+ O(GA(log G)2). (3.11) 
G/2 
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We now appeal to (2.34). The contributions of (2.34),-(2.34)6 are 
estimated in much the same way as before, and they are negligible. The 
term (2.34), contributes O(G(log G)6) to (3.10), which is a consequence of 
the well-known estimate for [(l + 2ir)-’ and Ingham’s classical fourth 
power mean of li(f + ir)l. Hence we are left with (2.34),, to which we 
apply (2.38) and (2.39) with the present specialization h=ho. In this way 
we get 
Z(G)-Z(G/2)=4r2 1” K(logK+y-log(2n))dK 
G/2 
+ O(Gd(log G)‘+ G(log G)6). 
Setting A = log G, say, we obtain 
THEOREM 2. 
=27r-*GZ logG+y-;-log(2n) ( 
where y is the Euler constant. 
Remark. Kuznetsov’s asymptotic formula [6, (59)], t = 0, for the same 
sum is incorrect. He has informed us that [6, (58)7 is also incorrect. 
4. A NON-VANISHING THEOREM 
So far we have used (2.34) with the specialization f = 1. We are now 
going to consider a problem which requires to treat variable fs: We shall 
study the asymptotic behaviour of the sum 
c(Kd)= f a’H,(k)3h,(r,), 
j=1 
where h,(r) is defined by (3.3) with 
(Iog K)Z < A < K’ - 6, 6 > 0. (4.1) 
To this end we shall first apply the reflection principle (cf. [ 1, p. 1221) to 
Hi(s) in order to get a good approximative representation of Hi($). Thus 
let q = (log K)2, and consider 
(4.2) 
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where we assume that ej = + 1, for otherwise Hi($) = 0, and that 
I’Ci-KI 64 1ogK. 
We have 
(4.3) 
R= 1 tj(f)f-“’ ev( - (f/W) + Wexp( - (log Q2)). 
fG3K 
On the other hand we have, shifting the contour in (4.2) to Re(w) = -q/2 
and recalling (2.1), sj = + 1, 
R=Hj f + f tj(f)f-“‘Z;(fK), 
0 f=l 
where 
q(x) = &/(eq,2) (47c2x)“r j-w+zKj r ~-w-ucj 
(’ . > (’ . > 
x (cosh(rcKj) + sin(nw)) T(w/q) dw. (4.4) 
By Stirling’s formula this integrand is 
$ (47t2X)-" (IW + ilcjl IW- ilcjl)“‘exp (-;I+ 
where the implied constant is absolute. This allows us to truncate the last 
sum over f at f= [K] with an error O(exp( -(log K)‘)), providing (4.3). 
In the remaining terms, i.e., those with f < K, we modify q(fK) as follows: 
We shift the contour in (4.4) to Re(w) = -E, E = (log K)-i, and restrict the 
integration to the interval lIm(w)l < q3 with a negligible error. And we get, 
uniformly for all ‘cj satisfying (4.3), 
Hi i = c tj(f)f-‘/2exp(-(flK)“) 
0 /<3K 
-,CK ti(f) f-‘12Y~1)(fK)+O(exp(-(logK)2)), (4.5) 
< 
where 
1 s -&fig Yj”(X) = -2n2iq --E-iv3 (4n2x)wT(~-w+iIcj)T(f-w-ircj) 
x (cosh(zlcj) + sin(nw)) T(w/q) dw. (4.6) 
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Again using Stirling’s formula one may show that this integrand can be 
replaced by 
7c(47r’rc,~2x)w 1 + i g,(w) Ic,++ O(Iw[= K-2L) T(w/q). 
i I= 1 I 
Here L is an arbitrary positive integer, the g,(w)% are polynomials of 
degree ~31 with constant coefficients, and the O-constant depends only on 
L. Then by (4.1) and (4.3) we rewrite the above as 
Here 
7c(47~~K-~x)” {Q(w, 1 - (KJK)‘) + O(K-L)} T(w/r]). (4.7) 
Q(w, Y) = i ~,bW’; uo(w) = 1, 
p=O 
where P is determined by L and 6, and the u,(w)% are polynomials with 
bounded coefficients whose order are bounded by a constant depending on 
L and 6. Inserting (4.7) into (4.6) and restoring the range of integration to 
the whole line Re(w) = -E, we get, uniformly for f < K, 
where 
Yj”(fK) = i U,(j-K)(l - (K~/K)~)~ + O(KpL’2), 
p=o 
Up(x) = & J;- ) (4n2K-‘x)” u,(w) r(w/v) dw. (4.8) 
E 
Thus we have, for any fixed L > 0, 
Hj i = 1 tj(f)f-“2exp(-(flK)~) 
0 f<3K 
epco ,TK tj(f) f-“‘up(fK)(l- (KjlK)‘)” + O(K-“4). (4.9) 
This holds uniformly for all rcj satisfying (4.3); the O-constant depends on 
L and 6. 
We may now return to our initial problem: the asymptotic computation 
of C(K, A) on the condition (4.1). We note that because of the presence of 
ho(Kj) we may restrict Kj by (4.3) with a negligible error. Then we apply 
(4.9) to one factor of the product Hj(f)3, and subsequently restore the 
summation over xi to the full range. This gives 
641 ‘423.3 
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C(K,A)= c f-l'2 exp( - WW) U ho, d 
fG3K 
-p<o f~Kf~"'u,(f~)r(f;h,,)+O(l), (4.10) 
where Z is defined by (2.33), and h,,,(r) =h,(r)(l -(r/K)‘)“. We under- 
stand here that L is now fixed so that P depends only on 6. Since h,,,(r) 
satisfies the relevant conditions, we may appeal to (2.34). Let us denote by 
@Jx) and !PJx) the specializations of Q(x) and Y(x) with h=hO,p. We 
have to estimate @,(m/f), Yp(m/f) for those f appearing in (4.10). We 
begin with @,(mlf). As before we shift the line of the r-integral in (2.40), 
h=h,,p, to Im(r)= -1, and see that it is 
The part corresponding to IK + r I> 1 A log K is $ m ~ 'f exp( - $ (log K)‘) 
uniformly for p < P. In the remaining part we have, by (4.1), tanh(nr) = 
sgn(r) + O(ePK). Thus the last integral is 
4 K3A(A/K)P exp 
We note that 
Y(l -Y) mif 
,:tP,, mlf+y= (m/f+ ((m/f)2+m/f)'")2<1' 
If mlf is small, this is 1 - O((m/f)“*); and if m/f is large this is O(f/m). 
Gathering these we get 
and 
@,(m/f) 6 K3A(A/K)P exp( -cA*m/f) 
+ m-‘f exp( - i (log K)‘) (mG2f), (4.12) 
@Jm/f)4K3A(A/K)pexp(-c(Alog~)2) 
-km-If exp 
( 
- ; (log K)‘> (m>zf), (4.13) 
where c is a positive absolute constant. We consider next Yp(m/f ). If m 3 f 
we use (2.42) and (2.43), and get easily 
YJmlf) * m -lfexp (- i (log K)2) (m 3 f ). (4.14) 
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When m <f we use (2.44). One may compute explicitly the r-integral in 
(2.44), h = A,,, p, which yields 
up 4 Icos(~~)l -I K34AIQP hYY Jm My + l)Y-’ 
0 
(4.15) 
The part of this integral which corresponds to 0 < y < d(log K))’ is 
O(exp( - $(log K)2)); note that we need here the lower bound given in 
(4.1). In the remainder the integrand is bounded by y*(fl-‘) exp( - $(d/y)*), 
and we see that !PJm/f) < lcos $I-’ K3A28(A/K)p (m/f)8. Setting /I = 
-3/2 + (log K)-’ we find that 
Yp(m/f)4 K3Ap3(A/K)” (m/f)-3/210g K (m <f). (4.16) 
To proceed further we now replace (4.1) by 
K”*(log K)2< A< K’-*, (4.17) 
and recall that we have f+ K. Then the right sides of (4.12k(4.14) are all 
simplified to me1 exp( - $(log K)*), and we see that the contribution of 
(2.34)j, j= 2, 3, 5,6, together with I(f; A,,) is O(exp( - $(log K)*)), which 
is negligible. Hence, incorporating (4.16) with (2.34), and estimating, 
as before, the contribution of the continuous spectrum, i.e., (2.34),, we get, 
on (4.1) 
Z(f; ho,,) = 2$ i (Y - log(2n JmG,,Y 1 + L (h* Y (2) 4 0,p (;)}dof-‘!* 
+0 f3’2K3A-310gK c 
i 
m-‘d(m)d(f-m) 
m<f 
+ O{d(f) K3(log K)6}, (4.18) 
which holds uniformly for p < P and f 6 K. On the other hand, by (2.38) 
and (2.39), we have, for p> 1, 
(K,p)’ (f, 6 K’&fIW’, (A;,)” (f) Q K3A(A/K)P log K 
and 
(A,:,)’ (f) = 2ir3’*K3A + O(KA3), 
(ho*, 0)” ($) = 8in3’*K3A(log K+ O(KA3 log K). 
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Also we note that (4.8) gives 
U,(x)= -l+exp( - (g)“) 
and 
uniformly for log x Q log K. Further we have 
CfCm -‘d(m)d(f -m)QK*logK. 
fS3K m-=f 
We insert (4.18) together with these into (4.10). Then we get, on (4.1), 
C(K, d)=4x-3’2K3dC*(K)+O(K”2(10gK)‘+K*d~(logK)3), (4.19) 
where 
c*(K, A) = f f -’ d(f )(log K+ y - log(2n fi,, 
f=l 
x (exp( -(f/W) - UdfQ); 
note that we have q = (log K)2. But we have 
c*(K, A) = L-J;,, {(logK+y-log(271))r2(w+l)+r’(w+1)~(w+l)~ 
x K”r(w/rl) dw 
Thus, shifting the contours appropriately, we get 
C*(K) = $ log3 K+ O(log2 K). 
Hence we have, by (4.19), 
THEOREM 3. Uniformly for K ‘/*(log K)5 < A G K’ -6, 0 < 6 < l/2, 
zl ajHj (k)’ hCl(Kj) = i ‘I[ -3’2K3A log3 K(l + O((log K)-I)), 
where h, is defined by (3.3), and the O-constant may depend on 6. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let {ph} be the mutually distinctive members of the set 
{ lcj}, and put 
3 
G,,= c ujHj ; . 
K,=Ph 
0 
Then there are infinitely many h such that G, > 0. 
This establishes Hypothesis A of [2] as a correct assertion, and hence we 
have now unconditionally 
E2( T) = sZ( T”*), 
where E,(T) is defined by (1.1). A detailed proof of this important fact will 
be given in [3]. It should be remarked that P. Sarnak claims in a letter to 
us that by a lifting argument in the theory of automorphic forms he can 
show Hi(i) > 0 for all j, which, combined with Theorem 2 above, yields an 
alternative proof of Corollary 2. However, we have not been supplied any 
details. 
5. THE FOURTH POWER MEAN 
Our next problem is to bound the sum 
To this end we consider the expression 
BUG A)= c ajHj - 
K<qQK+d 
(:)’ ( C 
NGn62N 
b,t,(n)(i, 
where (b,} is an arbitrary complex vector, and 
(log K)* < A < K(log K)-‘, log N-4 log K. 
Obviously we have 
B(K, A) + K-2B*(K, A), 
where 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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with ho as in (3.3). Expanding out the square and recalling (2.6), we have 
(5.4) 
f <4N2 
where Z is defined by (2.33), and 
4= c c bcddw (5.5) 
dG2N mn=f 
N/d d m.  n < 2Nld 
We use (2.34) with those bounds for @,,(m/f) and YJm/‘) which are given 
in the previous section; it should be stressed that in deriving (4.12)-(4.16) 
we do not need (4.1) but only d < K(log K))’ so that we may use them 
(with p = 0) on our present supposition. However, we have to make a little 
refinement upon (4.12) and (4.16), p=O: If m>fd-‘log* K then we use 
(4.12) without’ modification. But, if m < fAP2 log* K then we return to 
(4.11), p = 0, which gives 
Except for an admissible error the range of integration can be restricted to 
those y satisfying 
Y(l -Y) --1 <2!!y. 
mlf+y 
Solving this we find that 
- A 
;logK+ySr- 
f log K’ 
Hence (5.6) gives 
As for YO(m/f), if m > fAP2, then we use (4.16), p =O, without modifica- 
tion. If 1 <rn < fA-* then we set b = -(log K)-’ in (4.15), p = 0, getting 
Y,,(m/f)@ K3 log K (1<m<fAe2). 
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We insert (4.12~(4.16), p=O, with these refinements into (2.34). We have 
I(f; ho) 4 d(f)f-“*K3A log K+ d(f) K3 log6 K 
+K310gK c m-l’* d(m) d(m +f) 
I<m<fA-2log2K 
+K310gK c m-l’* d(m) d(f--m) 
l<mCfAm2 
+ f 3/2K3A-3 log K c me2 d(m) d(f- m), 
fAm2<m<f 
where we have used (2.38) and (2.39) with h = h,, and have estimated the 
contributions of (2.34), and (2.34), as before. Combining this with (5.4) we 
get, via (5.3), 
B(K,A)~KAlogK~,+Klog6K~,+KlogK~, 
+KlogKC,+KA-310gK&, (5.7) 
where 
Cl = c dtf)f-“* I&l? 
f<4N2 
c2= 1 d(f) Pfl, 
f<4~= 
c3= c Pfl 1 m-l’* d(m) d(m +f), 
f,c4N2 m<fA-210gZK 
Z4=f :N2 Pfl C m-“*4m)W-mh 
m<fA-2 
cs= E f3’* I&I 1 m-* d(m) d(f- m). 
fG4N” fA-2<m<f 
We shall bound cj, 1 <j< 5, in terms of the original vector 
have, by the definition (5.5) of B,, 
CI G ,<,C,<,, IhAl (mn)-“* C 4mnlg*)g 
. 1 . g I cm. n) 
{b,}. First we 
NGmCZN n=O(modg) 
NCnS2N 
Hence we have 
(5.8) 
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where d,(m) is the number of ways of representing m as a product of three 
positive integers. Similarly we have 
&4Nlog2N 1 lb,l’d(m). (5.9) 
NGmS2N 
As for x3 we have 
XC c c 
g I I kzz ~m$xici) m  < (k/l& A-2 log2 K 
. . 
Interchanging the sums over k and m we have 
XC c rnp’12 d(m) 
g 1 / m< (ZN//g*) A-210gz K 
1 d(m+$j. 
kG2N 
k-O(modg) 
To the inner-most sum we apply Shiu’s Brun-Titchmarsh theorem [9], and 
we see that it is 
6 c d(u) < d(m) Ng-’ log N. 
a = m  (mod l/g) 
a 4 NIg-2 
Thus we have 
C34NhN 1 l&l2 1 g-’ 1 rnp’12 d(m)2 
N</<ZN &?I[ m  < 2N/g-2A-2 log2 K 
e N2A-’ 1og’K 1 lbl12. (5.10) 
N<1<2N 
x4 can be estimated in much the same way as x3, and we state only the 
result 
x4 < N2Ap’ log4 K 1 lbl12. (5.11) 
NGICZN 
Next we consider x5. We have 
xc K3 c c 
&?I/ k;: im2;Ng) kl/( gA)2 d m  < kl/g2 
. . 
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We divide the inner-most sum into two parts according to m < Sk/g-* and 
aklg-’ <m < klg-*, which entails the division of ES into two parts CS. 1 
and ES. *, respectively. It is easy to see that 
Lz4N210g3 K 1 lb,12~ 
On the other hand we have 
Cs,&N3 c IhI* 
x c K3 c m-* d(m) c 44. 
gll NI/( gA )* < m < NIiZg= a z --m (mod l/g) 
a 4 N/g-* 
Thus, again by virtue of Shiu’s result, we get 
x5, 1 < N*A* log3 K 1 lU*> 
which gives 
Es 4 N2A2 log3 K c lb,l*. 
N<m<ZN 
(5.12) 
Finally, collecting (5.7)-( 5.12), we obtain 
THEOREM 4. Let {b,} be an arbitrary complex vector, and assume 
(5.2). Then we have 
KCy<K+A 
(i)’ 1 C 
NCnG2N 
b.tj(n)l* c ujHj - 
4 KN(A/N + N/A) log8 K c d,(n) lb,l*. 
We may now return to our original problem (5.1). We note that (4.5) 
gives, uniformly for K < ~~ 6 2K, 
Hi i < 1 tj(n)n-1’2exp(-(n/K)q) 
0 I nC3K 
+log K ‘I*+ w  exp( - Iwl/q) ldwl 
+ exp( - (log K12), 
where E = -(log K)-‘, r] = (log K)2. This and Theorem 4 yield immediately 
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THEOREM 5. C,,, cl,H,($” 4 K2 log” K. 
Theorem 4 should be compared with Iwaniec’s large sieve result [4, 
Theorem 11, and Theorem 5 with the bound for the same sum due to 
Takhtajan and Vinogradov [lo]. 
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